Case Study: City Government

Seamless Data Conversion
Expands Access to
Millions of Documents
Business Needs
In 2009, a city of nearly half a million people implemented a hosted solution to

The Midwestern city selected On-Line Imaging,
a FileBound reseller partner with offices in
Omaha and Minneapolis, to replace existing
software implemented four years earlier
that was not meeting user expectations.
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better manage millions of documents needed to serve its citizens. However, four
years later, the system was not meeting expectations. Users couldn’t always find
the documents in the system and sometimes the entire hosted site went down,
completely preventing access to documents needed to do their jobs.
It was clear the city needed a better solution, but it also needed a partner that
could transfer the tens of millions of documents that had been scanned into the
old system to a more robust one. Because the previous system lacked reporting
capabilities and there were questions about data integrity, the transition would
require extra diligence to ensure no vital public records were lost. And the city

“Every corner we turned
during the conversion
demonstrated why they (the
city) switched to FileBound.”
―― Matt Johnson, technology
manager, On-Line Imaging

needed the switch to happen as quickly as possible to avoid having to pay hosting
fees to two providers.

The Solution
The city worked with solution provider On-Line Imaging to replace the previous
unreliable system with FileBound and transition more than 20 million documents
to ensure public records would be readily available to employees and constituents.

Benefits
 FileBound’s ability to deliver secure public access has improved constituent
service by ensuring the availability of public records while reducing wait
times at city offices.
 Despite poor data integrity in the original system, between 20 and 30 million
documents, ranging from 3 to 400 pages in length, were transitioned into
the FileBound system within 30 days with no disruption to staff.
 FileBound’s reporting and data integrity tools have virtually eliminated lost
documents, and employees no longer experience widespread system outages
because of the uptime delivered by FileBound’s robust data center.
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No user disruption during transition

Online access improves service

The biggest challenge in moving the data to the new system

In just over a month, On-Line Imaging had successfully

was lack of information about what exactly was in the old

moved between 20 and 30 million pages of government and

system. “We had no idea how many images there were

land records, deeds, court documents and more to the new

because there was no reporting. And we had a low trust

FileBound system. Employees with appropriate access rights

threshold for the integrity of the data,” noted Matt Johnson,

now have reliable access to these documents, which range

technology manager at On-Line Imaging. As a result, On-Line

from 3 pages to 400 pages. Lost documents and system

Imaging had to be extra diligent to ensure that all of these

downtime have been virtually eliminated. “Every corner we

public records were reliably recorded in FileBound.

turned during the conversion demonstrated why they (the
city) switched to FileBound,” noted Johnson.

“The most important thing is the data
integrity and cleanup. The week spent
doing that was worth it for the long-term
health of the solution. Otherwise, chances
are it will never get cleaned up again.”
―― Matt Johnson, technology manager, On-Line Imaging

In addition, the city is also able to eliminate wait times at city
offices and collect fees to cover services. For instance, there
are subscription services via the city portal that allow specific
constituents to search for specific kinds of documents, such
as deeds or arrest records, without leaving their offices and
waiting in line.
As the technology matures, many organizations need to
replace or consolidate their document management solutions,

Throughout the process, On-Line Imaging stayed in close
contact with the city to provide updates and ensure that the
potentially sensitive documents were properly catalogued

creating a need for conversion projects like this one. Johnson
advises that organizations planning a conversion project be
sure to include time and resources for cleaning the data.

in the new FileBound system. They were also careful not
to delete anything during the process to ensure it could be
recovered if a problem occurred.

About FileBound

The Upland Product Family

Upland’s FileBound delivers document and workflow automation
applications that improve the operation of any organization by
connecting users with the information they need to work more

Upland’s family of cloud-based enterprise work management

efficiently and effectively. With FileBound, customers can build

software helps every team in your organization do their best work.

automated workflow processes and centrally manage documents

See what you can do with Upland. Contact us at 855-944-7526

to improve compliance, collaboration and access to information.

or info@uplandsoftware.com.
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